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ABSTRACT
News is one of the earliest application domains of recommender
systems, and recommending items from a virtually endless stream
of news is still a relevant problem today. News recommendation
is different from other application domains in a variety of ways,
e.g., because new items constantly become available for recommendation. To be effective, news recommenders therefore have to
continuously consider the latest items in the incoming stream of
news in their recommendation models. However, today’s public
software libraries for algorithm benchmarking mostly do not consider these particularities of the domain. As a result, authors often
rely on proprietary protocols, which hampers the comparability
of the obtained results. In this paper, we present StreamingRec as
a framework for evaluating streaming-based news recommenders
in a replicable way. The open-source framework implements a
replay-based evaluation protocol that allows algorithms to update
the underlying models in real-time when new events are recorded
and new articles are available for recommendation. Furthermore, a
variety of baseline algorithms for session-based recommendation
are part of StreamingRec. For these, we also report a number of
performance results for two datasets, which confirm the importance
of immediate model updates.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The recommendation of news—in particular in the form of Usenet
messages [41]—was one of the driving application scenarios for the
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development of collaborative filtering (CF) methods. Today, almost
25 years later, ranking and filtering objects appearing in a virtually
endless stream of information is still a relevant problem, e.g., in
the context of social media feeds or news aggregation sites [1, 17,
38, 44]. Since the early days of nearest-neighbor-based methods,
substantial progress has been made in terms of the development of
more sophisticated machine learning algorithms. Such advanced
methods were also successfully explored in the news domain. An
early version of Google’s news recommender is, for example, based
on collaborative filtering techniques [7]. More recently, a variety
of other techniques were proposed, which also take some of the
particularities of the domain into account, e.g., by (i) considering
content information to deal with the permanent item cold-start
situation, (ii) by considering the freshness of news items, and (iii)
by taking a reader’s short-term interests into account [2, 4, 34, 46].
The fast pace in which news articles can be outdated or superseded by newer information is in fact key characteristics of the news
domain. This, in turn, means that there can be limits regarding the
applicability of complex CF techniques that rely on pre-trained
models, as many of these approaches do not support immediate
model updates. Updating models frequently is, however, required
to consider newly available items and to react to short-term popularity trends in the reader community, as was demonstrated in the
CLEF/NewsREEL challenge series [37]. Thus, until CF models can
be re-trained, less effective fallback techniques have to be used, e.g.,
based on general item popularity or content information.
In academia, the common matrix completion problem abstraction and corresponding evaluation procedures are not well suited
either to assess the capability of an algorithm to deal (a) with the
constant stream of new items and emerging community trends and
(b) the changing short-term interests of news readers [10, 25, 33, 34].
Instead, protocols for sessions- or stream-based recommendation
scenarios have to be applied, see [39]. Unfortunately, since no evaluation standards are yet defined in the field, researchers often design
and implement their own procedures. This, in turn can make replicability and comparability of results an issue.
With this work, our goal is to contribute to more realistic and
replicable research practices in the art of stream-based news recommendation. We present the extensible StreamingRec framework,
which implements a stream-based evaluation protocol that supports
real-time model updates. It also comprises a set of conceptually simple, yet effective baseline algorithms upon which other researchers
can build. We benchmark the implemented strategies on different
datasets, and the results highlight the importance of being able to
immediately consider new items and click trends. We share the
source code of the framework online.1
1 https://github.com/mjugo/StreamingRec
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Evaluating News Recommenders
Offline experiments using precision and recall in particular in terms
of article click-throughs [6, 31] are the predominant way of comparing recommendation algorithms in the news domain [26]. Regarding the used evaluation protocols, researchers typically apply timebased data splitting procedures [3], where the data of a few days or
weeks is used for training and the learned models are then used to
predict article views on the next day for a given user [14, 32, 35].
However, as discussed, e.g., in [5], such traditional evaluation setups have their limitations in the news domain. In particular, the
outcomes of several instances of the CLEF/NewsREEL challenge
[20, 28] showed that it is crucial to consider (popular) articles that
appeared in the last few minutes in the recommendation process to
achieve high click-through rates in real-world settings [37]. Evaluation protocols that do not consider these temporal dynamics and
assume the set of recommendable items to be static for the entire
test period might not capture the reality well, leading to significant
differences between online and offline performance results [15].
Another distinctive feature of the news domain is that modelbased algorithms that are designed for matrix completion setups,
which perform very well in other domains, have their limitations
in the news domain because of the potentially fast-changing shortterm reading interests of the users. To be effective, an algorithm has
to adapt its recommendations to these interests immediately during
the user’s current session. A possible solution for this problem is the
use of session-based recommendation algorithms, as a special form
of context-aware recommenders [39]. Such algorithms are designed
to take the very last actions of an anonymous or known user into
account in real-time. Depending on the domain, being able to react
to such short-term interest changes can be much more important
than models that capture the user’s longer-term interests [23].

2.2

Research Datasets

A significant amount of earlier academic works is based on proprietary, non-public datasets, e.g., from Yahoo! or Google, sometimes
leading to limited replicability of existing research. In recent years,
however, different public datasets have become available for researchers, e.g., the Outbrain, Plista, and SmartMedia News Adressa
datasets.2 These datasets contain detailed user interaction logs of
news platforms and allow researchers to “replay” the click stream
offline, e.g., with the help of the Idomaar framework [21, 43]. Like
Idomaar, our framework is designed to process such click-stream
logs, leading to a more realistic evaluation setting that bridges the
gap between academia and industry.

2.3

Frameworks for Algorithm Benchmarking

Over the last few years, a number of software libraries for benchmarking recommendation algorithms were published, e.g., [9, 13,
16, 42]. However, as mentioned, these frameworks mostly implement algorithms that make non-contextualized recommendations
based on a given user-item ratings matrix, which does not fully
match the requirements of the news domain.
Only a small number of evaluation frameworks have been proposed in the past that are targeted specifically toward real-time
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recommendation. While, in some cases, replicability is limited because implementation details are not disclosed [8], in other cases,
the source code is shared publicly. The above-mentioned Idomaar
framework [43], for example, was designed as a reference architecture for realistic offline evaluation of news recommenders in
industrial settings. StreamingRec is inspired in different ways by
Idomaar, e.g., with respect to its extensible architecture and the
implemented evaluation protocol. Differently from Idomaar, however, our aim is to create a light-weight environment for academic
researchers with a richer set of pre-implemented algorithms. One
specific goal was also to avoid dependencies to other state-of-theart technologies like Apache Kafka that are often not required for
academic evaluations.
Outside the news domain, other general-purpose evaluation
frameworks were proposed that cover some of the critical aspects of
the news domain. The Alpenglow and FluRS [11, 30] frameworks, for
example, implement versions of nearest-neighbor and matrix factorization methods that support incremental model updates. However,
these methods are based on the matrix completion problem abstraction and are—in contrast to the session-based recommendation
algorithms implemented in our framework—not designed to take
the short-term reader interests into account.

3

THE STREAMINGREC FRAMEWORK

With the proposed StreamingRec framework, our goal is to address
the various challenges of benchmarking news recommendation algorithms in a realistic way in one single and extensible environment.
Specifically, the framework should support session-based recommendation strategies and the immediate consideration of new items
and user interactions. Furthermore, our goal is to provide a set of
competitive baselines for other researchers to test their models.

3.1

Design and Evaluation Protocol

The offline evaluation strategy of StreamingRec is based on replaying the recorded user interactions as was done in one task of
the CLEF/NewsREEL challenge. The provided log data is split into
a training and a test set as usual, where the training set is revealed
to the algorithms in the beginning to learn their models. The interactions of the test set are then incrementally provided to the
algorithm. Upon each new action, the task of the algorithm is to
predict which other items the user will read (click) next. The recommendations can then be compared with the true next actions of the
particular user session to determine different accuracy measures
like precision, recall, F1, or the mean reciprocal rank (MRR).
Besides common accuracy measures, the framework records a
number of additional quality factors for recommenders, like the
article catalog coverage or the number of provided recommendation
per request. Running times for training and recommending are
recorded as well, and further custom evaluation measures can be
implemented easily via straight-forward interfaces. The framework
is written in Java, allowing for the easy integration with enterprisescale architectures and the use of parallel execution threads.

3.2

Pre-Implemented Algorithms

Since immediate model updates are crucial in the news domain,
StreamingRec implements a number of algorithms that can immediately incorporate the incoming events into their predictions. The
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algorithms include trivial baselines that, e.g., simply recommend
the latest published articles (Recently Published), the overall most
clicked articles (Most Popular), or the articles that were clicked
most often during the last N minutes (Recently Popular). Another
basic strategy simply recommends items in the order of when they
received their last click in the event stream (Recently Clicked).
While trivial, such methods have shown to be highly effective in
practice in the context of the 2017 CLEF/NewsReel challenge [37].
The more advanced, but still conceptually simple pre-implemented algorithms include a variant of an item-to-item based collaborative filtering approach (Item-Item CF), a session-based nearest
neighbor technique that proved to be highly effective for sessionbased recommendation tasks (SkNN) [24], and a recent sequenceaware extension of it (V-SkNN), which outperformed even a recent
deep learning-based approach in [36]. In the latter case, the SkNN
scheme is extended by a weighting function that puts more emphasis on the most recent clicks of the target user when calculating
session similarities. The scalability of both neighborhood-based
approaches is ensured through neighborhood sampling techniques.
Two association rule techniques are also part of the framework:
one based on pairwise item co-occurrences in a session (Co-Occurrence) and one based on sequential pattern mining (Seqential
Pattern), implemented in a similar way as in [18] for improved efficiency. Finally, the framework also includes two basic content-based
approaches, which could be used in the future to build effective
hybrid approaches, as in [29]. One is based on article keyword
overlaps (Keywords), and one computes article similarities with
the help of the Lucene3 framework (Lucene). Further algorithms,
such as more complex incremental CF approaches [5, 7, 22, 27], can
be implemented via pre-defined Java interfaces. According to our
experiments, session-based algorithms are particularly promising.

4

EXPERIMENTS

We conducted a number of experiments with the pre-implemented
algorithms of our framework and one recent deep learning approach
to assess their relative performances and to gauge the importance
of immediate model updates in the news domain.

4.1

Datasets and Experimental Procedure

We report the results for two datasets. From the click logs provided
by Outbrain and Plista [28], we selected one medium-sized publisher
each (with publisher IDs 43 and 418, respectively). We determined
user sessions based on idle times between successive clicks, using a
threshold of 20 minutes. Table 1 shows statistics for these datasets
after removing single-click sessions.
We split the datasets using a time-based criterion, with 70% of
the data used for training and the remaining 30% for testing. In the
case of the Outbrain dataset, this means that the data of about the
last six days remained for testing. During the test phase, algorithms
can update their model with the newly available data. We optimized
the parameters for the tested algorithms on a separate validation
set consisting of 10% of the training data.4
2 https://www.kaggle.com/c/outbrain-click-prediction/data,

http://www.clef-newsreel.
org/, http://reclab.idi.ntnu.no/dataset/
3 https://lucene.apache.org/
4 The detailed final parameter settings can be found online as part of the shared code.
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Table 1: Dataset Characteristics
Clicks
Users
Items
Sessions
Clicks per item
Clicks per user
Sessions per user
Clicks per Session

4.2

Outbrain
1,067,675
281,910
1,475
421,620
Avg. Med.
723.8
49
3.8
2
1.5
1
2.5
2

Plista
1,129,408
220,117
835
355,300
Avg. Med.
1,352.6
268
5.1
3
1.6
1
3.2
2

Comparison With Complex Models

One main hypothesis of our research is that periodically updating
more complex models is not sufficient in the highly dynamic news
domain. We therefore included two representatives of more complex models in the comparison. First, we used Bayesian Personalized
Ranking (BPR) [40] as a representative of a broadly used learningto-rank method for implicit feedback. The method is designed for
matrix completion problem settings and therefore session-agnostic,
i.e., it will not take the most recent actions of a user into account
when recommending. The second alternative algorithm is GRU4Rec
[19], which is a deep learning-based method for session-based recommendation using recurrent neural networks.
Both methods, BPR and GRU4Rec, do not support incremental
updates. Therefore, we re-trained the models periodically during
the evaluation of the test set. Since BPR needed considerable time
for training for our datasets, we updated its model after processing
the events of one day in the test set before continuing the evaluation. For GRU4Rec, we employed a heuristic to sample from the
more recent sessions to take recent temporal shifts into account,
as proposed in [45]. Besides performance improvements, this sampling significantly reduces the training time. In our experiments,
we re-trained GRU4REC after processing one hour of the data in
the test set.5

4.3

Results

Figure 1 shows the results of our evaluations for the Outbrain and
Plista datasets. In the following section, we will describe the results
for the Outbrain dataset in detail and only discuss the Plista data
results when there are interesting differences, because, in general,
the results are quite similar. We report the typical information
retrieval measures F1 and the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), using
a list length of 10. In addition, we measured how many different
items appeared in the top-10 lists of each algorithm in order to
detect potential concentration biases. Finally, we report the time
needed by each algorithm to generate a recommendation list.
Accuracy. Looking at the accuracy results, we can observe three
groups of algorithms that exhibit comparable performance.
(1) The lowest accuracy results are, as expected, achieved by
methods that do not consider article recency, recent community
trends, or the context of the current user session. Recommending
the most popular articles in the training set is not much better than
a random recommendation strategy, even though the entire dataset
only covers two weeks. This shows how quickly news articles
5 The

Python-based GRU4REC implementation from [19] is not part of StreamingRec,
but was integrated through a web service interface.
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Figure 1: Evaluation Results in Terms of MRR and F1 @10 for the Outbrain Dataset (left) and the Plista Dataset (right)

become outdated. Considering the context of the ongoing session
via the keywords appearing in the articles in a pure content-based
approach is not much better, because recency and popularity aspects
are not considered. The performance of BPR is also low, because
it was not designed for the problem setting and cannot take new
articles immediately into account. This is in line with the findings
from a similar, yet session-agnostic, stream-based evaluation [12],
where batch-trained matrix factorization methods also performed
worse than even simple item-item transition methods.
(2) The next group of techniques, which perform considerably
better, do not take the user’s current click history into account
and are based on article recency or click trends. The Recently
Popular strategy is the best in this group and is also very similar to the best performing method in the online part of the 2017
CLEF/NewsREEL challenge. Interestingly, even the very simple and
efficient Recently Clicked baseline performs quite well for both
datasets and metrics. The Recently Published method, in contrast,
is the least effective in this group, but could be a reasonable fallback
method in real-world systems when no click data is available.
(3) The best performing group of algorithms all consider the
context of the current session of the users and are able to update
their recommendation models immediately with every click, or, as
in the case of GRU4Rec, at least every hour. Co-occurrence patterns
of the style “Customers who read ... also read ...” are computationally
very simple, but already quite effective; also the Item-Item CF
method is computationally efficient and leads to good results.
The deep learning technique GRU4REC achieves competitive
results when its model is re-trained every hour with the latest
40,000 sessions. Additional experiments (not shown in the figure)
revealed that re-training GRU4REC with the entire training dataset,
but only every 24 hours, leads to far worse results.6
The best overall results were achieved with the recent V-SkNN
method, which considers the ordering of the events when searching for similar sessions in the training data. The differences to
the second-best method are statistically significant with p < 0.01
according to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The findings are in general in line with those reported in [36], where in many cases the
consideration of the sequence of events leads to a performance
improvement for session-based kNN methods.

Plista Dataset Results. The V-SkNN method is also the winning
strategy for the Plista dataset. Interestingly, the relative performance of the Seqential Pattern, Co-Occurrence, and GRU4Rec
approaches is lower for this dataset and seems to be dependent
on the characteristics of the data, as was observed also in [36].
The Lucene strategy, which we could only evaluate on the Plista
dataset, was slightly better than the keyword-based strategy. It did,
however, not reach the performance level of the simple baselines.
Aggregate Diversity. In terms of the number of different items
that are recommended in the top-10 (not shown in the figure), the
session-based nearest neighbor methods and the content-based
strategies exhibit the largest diversity level. The differences compared to many other techniques are, however, often small. Only
some algorithms, e.g., those based on general popularity, by design
recommend a very small set of items.
Computation Times. Complex models like GRU4REC and BPR
can need significant computational resources for training. At prediction time, most techniques need less than 1ms in our evaluation
environment, a standard desktop computer. The V-SkNN method
was the slowest one in this comparison, but still needed less than
5ms to generate one recommendation list.
Overall, like in [24], nearest neighbor methods proved to be
strong baselines for session-based recommendation scenarios and
can be implemented in a computationally efficient manner based
on efficient data structures and neighborhood sampling.

5

SUMMARY

Open source evaluation frameworks are an important means to
foster replicable research in recommender systems. With our work,
we contribute a new framework that is specifically designed to
deal with stream-based recommendation scenarios, and the empirical evaluations reported in the paper highlight the importance of
immediate model updates. The framework uses a realistic replay
evaluation protocol and includes several conceptually simple, yet
effective algorithms. These algorithms can in the future serve as
baselines for benchmarking more sophisticated models, hybrids
that combine multiple strategies, or techniques that personalize the
recommendations across sessions.
6 We

tested even lower update frequencies, e.g., every ten minutes, using the most
recent 10,000 sessions for training. This, however, did not improve the performance.
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